The phylogenetic effective sample size is a parameter that has as its goal the quantification of the amount of independent signal in a phylogenetically correlated sample. It was studied for Brownian motion and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck models of trait evolution. Here, we study this composite parameter when the trait is allowed to jump at speciation points of the phylogeny. Our numerical study indicates that there is a non-trivial limit as the effect of jumps grows. The limit depends on the value of the drift parameter of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.
These methods have as their aim the modelling of evolution of traits, like body size, on the between-species level. In particular this implies that the phylogenetic structure between the contemporary species (providing the observations of the traits) has to be taken into account. The trait follows the stochastic differential equation model (e.g. Eq. 1) along each branch of the tree (with possibly branch specific parameters). At speciation times this process divides into two independently evolving processes.
In this work we will consider a variation of the OU model-the OU model with jumps (OUj). Just after speciation, independently on each daughter lineage, with constant (over the tree) probability p c , a jump in the trait's trajectory can take place. The jump is normally distributed with 0 mean and finite variance. More formally if a speciation event takes place at time t, then, independently for each daughter lineage, the trait value X(t) will be
By X(t −/+ ) we mean the value of X(t) respectively just before and after time t, Z is a binary random variable with probability p c of being 1 (the jump takes place ) and Y ∼ N (0, σ 2 c ), see Fig. 1 for an example. There is an evolutionary motivation for such a jump setup. If a species split into two species, then this must have been the result of a dramatic event.
A jump in an appropriate trait's value can catch rapid change associated with populations' division. Of course, other jump models are possible. For example, only one daughter lineage can have a jump. This could correspond to a subpopulation breaking off from the main population. Here, we consider the simpler model of cladogenetic (at branching) evolution.
Furthermore, the combination of jumps and an OU process seems to capture a key idea behind the theory of punctuated equilibrium (i.e. the theory of evolution with jumps [12] ). After a jump we could expect the trait to adapt very quickly, otherwise with a maladapted phenotype the species/population would be at a disadvantage. But as time passes, citing [15] "The further removed in time a species from the original speciation event that originated it, the more its genotype will have become stabilized and the more it is likely to resist change." Therefore, between the branching events (jumps) we could expect the trait to be stable-i.e. exhibit the phenomena of stasis. However, stasis does not mean that the phenotype does not change at all, rather that "fluctuations of little or no accumulated consequence" take place [13] . This high level description is consistent with the OUj model. For α > 0 values the mean-centred, OU process will converge with time to its stationary distribution-N (0, σ 2 a /(2α)). Hence, what will be observed after a long time are stationary oscillations around the mean-and these can be understood as statis between the jumps. 2 The phylogenetic effective sample size From a statistical perspective the phylogenetically correlated trait sample is a collection of hierarchically dependent random variables. The dependency structure comes through the phylogeny. If the phylogeny was a star one, then all n species would be independent and if the phylogeny was degenerated to a star one but with all branch lengths equalling 0, all n species would be identical and we would have 1 observation. Between these two extremes we have all phylogenies and one can ask whether one can measure the amount of independent observations in the observed sample. This however, should not only depend on the phylogeny but also on the process driving the trait. Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes with large α lose information on the ancestral trait faster and hence the contemporary observations should be "more independent" between each other. A way to quantify this was suggested in ( [7] , following [17] ), namely the phylogenetic effective sample size (pESS) was defined as n e = 1 + p(n − 1), where p ∈ [0, 1], with a number of proposals for p. We will focus here on the regression effective sample (rESS) approach for p. Let V be the n × n between-species-between-traits variance-covariance matrix, it depends both on the phylogeny and the process of evolution. We introduce the notation that V i, means the i-th row of V and V −i, means V without the i-th row, analogously for columns V ,i , V ,−i . Define now p as
We can recognize this as the average scaled conditional variance, when regressing each species on all the others. Or in the language of linear regression, this is the average variance of the residuals, where each residual comes from regressing each species on all the others. If we now have a normal model, like the OU, then all such residuals will be independent and this can be used to quantify the amount of independent signal in the phylogenetic sample. If all the observations are independent, p = 1 and if identical p = 0.
At this point it should be emphasized that Eq. (3) is inspired by the mean effective sample size (mESS) considered in [2] . There it is simply called the effective sample size and is defined as
where R is the correlation matrix derived from V and 1 is a vector of n ones. The parameter n E e is actually the number of independent random variables that result in the same precision for estimating the mean value (intercept) of a linear with n correlated, by R, observations [2] . It should be pointed out that the word "mean" in the name is only used to distinguish from the rESS and is not connected to any average of sample sizes.
Simulation setup and results
A key question in the study of punctuated equilibrium is whether it can be detected based only on observing the contemporary sample. In [9] it is noticed (but only for the BM model) that such detection should be possible. The aim here is to study how the regression pESS reacts to the presence of jumps in the trait's trajectory.
It is conjectured (based on a detailed numerical analysis and shown in BM case [4] ) that jumps in OU models of evolution cause a decrease of the interspecies correlation coefficient, ρ n . The interspecies correlation coefficient is defined [19] as the ratio of the covariance between a randomly chosen pair of tip measurements with the variance of a randomly chosen tip species. As the former covariance and variance are not conditional on the tree, the ρ n parameter is a theoretical property of the tip values' distribution and is not sample specific. However, treating it as a proxy for the amount of independent signal in the sample, its decrease would suggest an increase in the pESS.
In all simulations we fix σ The choice of the levels of α is motivated by the fact that the phylogeny will be modelled by the pure-birth process with speciation rate λ = 1. It is known (e.g. [1, 4, 6] ) that a qualitative behaviour phase transition takes place at λ = α/2. Hence we explore Brownian motion (α = 0), slow-adaptation α-values (α < 0.5), the critical value (α = 0.5) and fast adaptation α-values (α > 0.5). The ancestral state X 0 and θ are not of interest to us as they do not influence the variances and covariances. At the second moments level p c and σ 
where
is the value of the trait at the last branching event on the lineage to tip i and t i is the length of the branch between this ancestor and tip i. The minus sign in the superscript is to underline that X a− i is the value at speciation and hence before the jump took place. In Fig. 1 if we took tip species i = 6, then X a− i would be the value at the internal node labelled 6 a and t i the length of the branch between tip 6 and node 6 a . On the other hand, as jumps take place after speciation, independently on each daughter lineage, the covariance between the trait measurements, (X i , X j ), of the pair of tip species (i, j) will simply be
where X i,j is the value of the trait at the node corresponding to the most recent common ancestor of tips i and j, T is the height of the tree and τ i,j is the time that passed from this most recent common ancestor to today. In Fig.  1 if we took the pair of tip species i = 6 and j = 8, then X i,j would be the value at the internal node labelled (6, 8) and τ i,j the sum of branch lengths on the path between tip 6 (equivalently tip 8) and node (6, 8) . Because a jump happens just after speciation, any jumps associated with this ancestral node are not shared by the pair of tip species and hence cannot contribute to the covariance between them. From each calculated covariance matrix (notice that we do not need to simulate any trait trajectories) we calculate the mean and regression phylogenetic effective sample sizes and then report the average (over the 100 Yule trees) effective sample size factor, p, for the given parameter set. In Fig. 2 we plot the observed results, factors derived from rESS and from mESS. The results of the numerical study, plotted in Fig. 2 , are in agreement with intuition. The analysis of the theoretical model parameter, the interspecies correlation coefficient ρ n , indicates simple dynamics-as the influence ]). This suggests more independence in the sample and hence a greater value of p, as observed in Fig. 2 . As the value of σ 2 c , increases so do the pESSs. It is not surprising that p increases with α. The larger α is the quicker the OU process looses information on the ancestral state.
The interesting conclusion from Fig. 2 is that the rESS factors seem to have a non-trivial limit, i.e. neither 0 nor 1, as σ 2 c increases. Nontrivial limits with n (without jumps) were observed in [7] , see Fig. 2 therein. Furthermore, convergence to this limit seems rapid. Interestingly, there does seem to be any visible dependency of this speed of convergence on α. At the first moment level there is a phase transition in the Central Limit Theorems for the average of the contemporary sample [1, 6, 8] at α = λ/2. In the mESS factors' case rapid convergence seems present when α ≥ 1, but for lower values of α the situation is not obvious. The limits (or rather case when σ 2 c = 100) for different levels of α are plotted in Fig. 3 . For the rESS the points seem to fall on a concave curve. In contrast, in the mESS's situation the underlying curve seems to have an inflection point near α = 0.5, supporting that the phase transition influences the mESS.
The mESS factors are lower than the rESS ones. This is again consistent with [7] and intuition. The mESS captures only information content on the mean, while the rESS all independent signal. The observed data contains information not only on the mean but also on the second moments. When α is small the mESS factor is much smaller. This again agrees with intuition from the non-jump case, as for small (relative to λ) α "local correlations will dominate over the ergodic properties of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process" [1] , to the extent that one cannot consistently estimate the root state in the BM case, i.e. α → 0 limit [2, 5, 19 ].
An applied motivation for undertaking this study is whether the pESS has any hope of being able to detect if the jumps have a large effect on the trait's evolution. The rESS factors presented in Fig. 2 do give hope for this. If one can point on which curve level the rESS should lie, then one would estimate the parameters of the OU process (without jumps, parameter identifiability with jumps present is not clear yet). If the estimated parameters point to the same curve, then one can hypothesize that jumps do not play much of a role. However, if they point to a curve above the expected one, then this indicates jumps. One can argue how one can know on which curve the rESS should lie for a given clade. In principle this cannot be known, but it could be inferred (with some degree of error) from sister clades, provided that the biological assumption of similar speeds of adaptation holds.
The numerical study presented here points to interesting mathematical directions of work. Firstly, how to characterize the limits of the pESS factors as the jumps dominate and then to find the speed of convergence to these limits. Finally, the proposed in the previous paragraph method to detect punctuated equilibrium deserves its own detailed study.
